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Uniden shines spotlight on outdoor security with new App Cam Solo PRO

Uniden has expanded its App Cam Solo security range with
the new App Cam Solo PRO, a 100% wire-free,
rechargeable, solar powered, spotlight and security camera
in-one, available in stores February 2021. The compact
device can be placed anywhere around the home exterior to
keep watch day and night.
Designed for Australian homes and weather conditions,
the App Cam Solo PRO can withstand exposure to the elements to continuously and reliably capture footage
with a 120-degree wide viewing angle. The addition of the spotlight allows users to better see the
appearance of anyone approaching the property, while also acting as an effective deterrent to unwanted
visitors.

The Full HD 1080p resolution delivers exceptional clarity. The Starlight CMOS sensor, together with the
built-in spotlight, adds colour to the night vision footage up to 10 metres away to ensure a high-quality image.
The optional Uniden Solar Panel can be used alongside the camera, positioned for optimal sunlight
exposure. The solar panel recharges the App Cam Solo PRO, while providing non-stop power during
daylight hours, allowing footage to be recorded and viewed without the risk of draining the battery.

Users can easily facilitate contactless delivery to their home. The Uniden App Cam Solo PRO provides
visual verification of when items are at the door, with the added benefit of two-way talk to provide further
instruction to couriers, trades and other visitors. Users can seamlessly integrate the App Cam Solo PRO
into their existing smart home setup. It features innovative customised voice alerts, which will broadcast
when motion is detected.

Live
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footage
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SOLO App via a smart device, securely accessed from anywhere in the
world. Footage can be stored directly to SD card or the Uniden Cloud
ensuring important moments are captured and available to replay when
required. The camera also has privacy masking to black out areas within
the camera’s view that users do not want recorded.

The camera includes all the App Cam features, such as Thermo Sense Technology detecting body heat and
movements for minimum false alerts, two-way talk functionality, intelligent alerts and notifications and
remote viewing.
Importantly, Uniden offers free seven days of free rolling cloud backup for the lifetime of this product, so
there are no hidden costs with subscriptions. If more is needed, it’s easy to upgrade to a higher plan with
any product in the App Cam Solo range.
Key features:
•

Full HD 1080p

•

Completely 100% wire-free

•

Spotlight & Camera in One

•

Starlight Colour Night Vision

•

Two-way talk

•

Free 7 Days of Rolling Cloud Backup + Micro SD Card Backup

•

Privacy Masking

•

Thermo Sense Technology

•

Compatible with Google Assistant and Alexa

•

Rechargeable battery

•

Optional Solar Panel for non-stop power

•

Intelligent alerts and notifications

•

Siren alert

•

Motion detection record

•

Weatherproof (IP65)

•

Two-year Australian warranty

Uniden Guardian App Cam Solo PRO RRP $249.95
Uniden App Cam Solar Panel (SPS-02) RRP $99.95 (Optional)

Customer enquiries: phone Uniden on 1300 366 895 or visit www.uniden.com.au
Facebook: www.facebook.com/uniden
Twitter: www.twitter.com/unidenaustralia
Instagram: www.instagram.com/unidenaustralia
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